
  

Murrayburn Primary School Home Learning 

Primary 5   Wednesday 10th June 

Literacy Numeracy Other Tasks 

Spelling 

Continue to work on the tricky words lists. You 

have 1-3 hundred lists in your initial pack and a 

spelling grid of various ideas.  We have also 

added the 4th hundred list to your new pack in 

case you want to go HOT! 

 

 

                           

Science  

Light and Colour 

Investigate the properties of light by carrying 

out the experiments on the science sheet 

dated Wednesday 10th June. 

Reading 

Choose a comprehension task from your 

pack. Read the text and answer the 

questions.  

Get your parents to help  

 

 
Writing 

Remember a verb is a doing or action word. 

Complete the Making a Sandwich writing 

sheet dated Wednesday 10th June. 

 

24 Game: 

You know the drill – make 24 using all 4 

numbers. Can you beat your parents? 

5  3  4  5 1  3  5  1    

 

2  3  7  8 7  6  5  7   

 

9  8  3  5 8  5  2  5  

  

Subtraction 

Complete the subtraction sums on the sheet in 

your work pack, or find the file on Teams in 

the maths channel section.  

 

 Maths Game - Zeroing in. 

Choose a number between 100 and 200 to 

begin. Roll a dice and subtract that number 

from your start number. If you roll a 1, you go 

back your start number and pass the dice 

across. You can roll as many times as you 

like, you can stick on a number. First to 0 wins 

Problem Solving and Investigtion. 

Ron and Eva have three number cards, a 3, a 

6 and an 8. Ron makes the largest possible 

even number. Eva makes the smallest 

possible odd number. Subtract the smaller 

number from the larger number, what is your 

answer?  

Music 

Do some musical sketching – listen to some 

instrumental music and draw sketches of what 

it makes you imagine. There are thousands of 

pieces of music available on YouTube, but if you 

need help getting started try this one: 

www.tinyurl.com/murrayburn4 

 
PE 

Do PE with Joe Wicks on his YouTube 

channel. This is live at 9am each day but you 

can watch it back and join in at any time. 

 

Art 

 

 
Art 

Pablo Picasso – goat. 

Choose an animal ( or something else) you 

would like to make a sculpture of. Make it out 

of boxes and then cover with tin foil. 

 

 

http://www.tinyurl.com/murrayburn4

